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Park County School District RE-2 Makes Comprehensive Offer to Resolve Everything
Fairplay, Colorado – The Park County School District (the “District”) made a comprehensive
proposal to the South Park Education Association (“SPEA”) this morning. The purpose of the
proposal was to provide a New Professional Agreement through June 30, 2021 that would
recognize SPEA as the negotiating unit for teachers and Specialized Service Providers (“SSPs”)
and to address SPEA’s concerns regarding financial matters.
SPEA’s prior Professional Agreement with the District expired by its own terms on June 30, 2019.
Previously, the District and SPEA reached a tentative agreement to extend that Professional
Agreement to June 30, 2021; however, SPEA’s membership voted against this extension.
Under today’s proposal, the District and SPEA would enter into a New Professional Agreement
that would continue through June 30, 2021. The proposal includes an annual Disclosure and
Discussion procedure to facilitate a formal, months-long process of exchanging financial
documentation, exchanging recommendations and responses, meeting for open discussion, and
mediation. This proposal is a far more robust way for the District and SPEA to engage in dialogue
about compensation, as the prior Professional Agreement did not include a contractual right for
SPEA to specifically engage in salary negotiations. This proposal also is aimed to address
SPEA’s concerns over financial transparency.
Today’s proposal includes many advantages over the now-expired Professional Agreement,
including overall updates, improved definitions, and additional paid workdays for teachers and
SSPs. Today’s proposal also gives SPEA the benefit of being under a Professional Agreement
for the current school year. The District is optimistic that SPEA will view this proposal as a very
positive step forward towards resolving their differences and continuing forward with the current
school year.
In addition to making this proposal, the District remains willing to meet with SPEA to discuss the
District’s finances on September 14, 2019. However, SPEA appears unwilling to attend this
meeting unless it constitutes formal “bargaining” of teacher salaries for the current school year.
It is unfortunate that this condition is being placed on this meeting by SPEA. The District does
not believe an additional raise – beyond what has already been provided for the 2019-2020 school
year – is financially feasible or fiscally responsible.
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